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When Villas are your Choice

An abode for the arrived!
Contemporary lounge | AV / Indoor games room  
Gym | Library | Roof-top party area | Gazebo   
Chippo Golf | Leisure pavilion | Children’s play area  
Yoga zone | Billiards / Snooker | Table Tennis   
Service toilet for staff

Clubhouse Amenities

Common Features to Building Complex

Hydro pneumatic pumping system | Rain water harvest | Intercom 
connectivity | 24 X 7 Security | Compound wall Common area lighting | 
Landscape | Paved driveway | Genset backup Private roads | CCTV 

At Sreevatsa Kailash, we want each home to be as 
individualistic as you are. And hence, we have opened up 
to customized finishes and functionalities of the inside of 
your home. While the exterior design and dimensions 
remain, we leave it to your wildest imagination to 
configure the inside of your villa to suit every wish you 
have for your dream home.

Your villa is what you can 
imagine it to be

Villa Features 

WiFi enabled | Smart entry system | Video door phone | Private lawn 
with deck | Spacious car parking | Pressurized water supply  |
Insect guard with windows | Individual reticulated gas pipelines  |
Provision for electric car charging dock | Genset backup

When you know that you have 'arrived' and need to announce 
your arrival, nothing better than a home that will mirror your 
'arrived confidence'. Sreevatsa Kailash is just what you need to 
make yourself feel the goodness of your achievement - premium 
villas that can be curated by you the way you envisage luxury in 
your living space.

Space as you like it
Sreevatsa Kailash villas respect your need for personal 
space and freedom. Look for the nooks that you 
completely 'den' out and fashion-tap spaces that you 
want to show-off. With ample space for all your wants, 
needs and desires you just have to wish for what you 
want to do with your spaces, and behold! it will be done.



















































































































94431 64850 | 94430 21915 | 94433 41901 | 94430 21990 | 0422 2432184  

Contact for bookings and details 
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URBAN VILLAGE
SREEVATSA

Athipalayam Road (Opp. KCT), Chinnavedampatti, Coimbatore

From small to big we have 
one for you in every size

Buying the right apartment is only 
the first step to owning a home. 
From Vanilla to fully furnished, 
acclimatizing your apartment with 
interiors to suit your individual 
preferences is what it takes to make 
your apartment your home. At 
Sreevatsa we think ahead of you; 
identifying your every need in 
ensuring that your apartment gives 

What you see is what 
you get – absolutely!
Sreevatsa Urban Village comes 
as single, two and three BHK 
apartments that maximize 
comfort in minimum space. 
With all basic amenities forming 
part of the standard offer these 
apartments are an ideal fix for 
people who are looking for cozy, 
easy to maintain homes.  

Enjoy the benefit of right-sized 
apartment homes at Sreevatsa 
Urban Village. Our ready to occupy 
homes at Sreevatsa Urban Village 
are built to suit your exact need 
in an apartment home. Be it a 
single bedroom, two bedroom or 
3-bedroom homes, we have it all. 

So, go ahead and choose the 
luxury of space that suits you 
the best.

you superior livability with everything that 

you want taken care of. 

With the Sreevatsa stamp of quality a 'given' rest 

assured that only the best will go into the making  

your apartment-home. No less-certainly; maybe 

more-possibly. 

1, 2 & 3 BHK 
Apartments 

Children Play Area

Half Basket Ball Court

Reexology Walking Track

Landscaped Garden

Lifts

Genset Backup for Flats & 
Common Area

CCTV

24 X 7 Security

Provision for RO Unit 
at Kitchen

STP

Reticulated Piped-gas Supply

AMENITIES

RERA No. TN/11/Building/044/2022

Memorable Moments?

Sreevatsa Urbania is a classy event venue located at Chinnavedampatti, abutting the Sreevatsa 
Urban Village community living complex. Urbania has a host of event spaces that cater to 
private functions and corporate events for about 200 people. Indoor party and conferencing 
facilities, expansive lawns, food pavilions set to celebrate in an aesthetic and appealing 
environment will enhance the experience of your guests. 

VISIT OUR MODEL 
APARTMENTS TO MAKE 

YOUR CHOICE

Vrindavan Lawn

Utsav Hall

Vaibhav Hall

Vaibhav Pavilion

Utsav Pavilion

Urbania
(Adjacent to Sreevatsa Global Village) 
Athipalayam Road, Chinnavedampatti 
Coimbatore - 641 049

For Bookings & Enquiry 
Contact: 94877 51853

Coming up soon are two villa projects in Chinnavedampatti & Thudiyalur to cater to the 
increased demand for Villas for home buyers in Coimbatore. 

Villas – the flavour of the season

A premium villa project in Chinnavedampatti accents the need for 
personal spaces in and around your home. 

New Uber-Luxury Villas at Thudiayalur by Sreevatsa 
looks forward to welcoming you soon. 

SREEVATSA VILLAS

WEDDING  

CORPORATE EVENTS  

BIRTHDAY PARTIES  

KITTY PARTIES  

FAMILY GET-TOGETHER  

The picture-perfect venue or your events

94431 64850 | 94430 21915 | 94433 41901 | 94430 21990 | 0422 2432184  
Contact for bookings and details 



SREEVATSAVISWA  Vilankurichi, 
Coimbatore

Villa-styled Apartments

The peace and calm 
of independent villas in an apartment

RERA No.: TN/11/BUILDING/0166/2023

Embrace the luxury of privacy, yet enjoy safety and prudence 
of apartment living. Sreevatsa Viswa is designed for maximum 
privacy that an apartment can offer with hardly any common 
walls between apartments. The piano-design stair lobby, an 
entry foyer for each apartment before you enter the actual 
living space ensures that access to each apartment is 
absolutely private. 

So, if you are nostalgic about a yesteryear home; are looking for 
an equally private life space and yet seek the advantage of cost 
in a shared living space; connect with us.

 Independent Villa-styled Apartments
 Piano-design stair lobby for entry privacy
 Entry foyer for each apartment 
 Free-space periphery walls between each apartment
 3 independent lifts / stair lobbies for 3 blocks 
 Over 40% lung space 
 Expansive lawn in front of the apartment block
 Greenery – lined entry driveway  

Key Highlights
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Multi- purpose activity room with Gym  |  Generator

Children play area  |  Landscape garden  |  STP

300 W standby power supply for each flat  |  Covered car parking

Common reticulated piped gas supply  |  CCTV

AMENITIES:

Sreevatsa Viswa 
Location QR Code   













































































(Child's mind is the 
fertile land to cultivate good traits)
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Contact for bookings and details 
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Sreevatsa Services
Visit us at www.sreevatsa.com to utilize various 
services that we offer apart from just selling homes to 
you. The gamut of services we offer comprise rental 
services for investors, resale of homes you want to 
offload, services management that include Repair, 
Maintenance and Refurbishment of your Property and 
Property Management Services that include turn-key 
post-sale management of your property comprising 
periodic housekeeping, rental and warehousing 
options for safekeep of household furniture and goods. 

UNIFIED SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR 
EVERY REAL ESTATE NEED

Property 
Management

Real Estate 
Referral

Building 
Maintenance 

Services

Sale/Resale 
of Property

Rental 
Service

New no. 324, Mettupalayam Road, Coimbatore - 641 043, Tamil Nadu, INDIA  |  Email: realestate@sreevatsa.com  

To know more call us at:

Sreevatsa Real Estates Pvt Ltd

BUILDING ON THE FOUNDATION OF YOUR TRUST

REALTY

94431 64850 | 94433 41901 | 94430 21990 | 0422 2432184  94430 21915 | 

www.sreevatsa.com

RERA No.: TN/11/BUILDING/0134/2017

An investment as worthy as Gold

SREEVATSA  
LIANCA
Race Course, Coimbatore

Here is an investment as good as gold with a value that will appreciate forever. 

Presenting Sreevatsa Lianca, an uber-luxury apartment in Coimbatore city's thickest green 
district and its most-arrived living destination – Race Course.  Sreevatsa Lianca comes 
packaged with premium styling and extra premium comforts that match the best of premium 
homes in the city. 

A premium apartment at Coimbatore's premium location
built by the city's most reputed builder READY TO

OCCUPY

Amenities Best of aesthetics Design that embraces absolute livability

Premium conveniences to match your lifestyle

Iconic, intriguing and truly inspired by you Health inspiring green cover   
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